The RIPK1-RIPK3 necrosome is an amyloid signaling complex that initiates TNF-induced necroptosis, serving in human immune defense, cancer, and neurodegenerative diseases. RIPK1 and RIPK3 associate through their RIP homotypic interaction motifs with consensus sequences IQIG (RIPK1) and VQVG (RIPK3). Using solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance, we determined the high-resolution structure of the RIPK1-RIPK3 core. RIPK1 and RIPK3 alternately stack (RIPK1, RIPK3, RIPK1, RIPK3, etc.) to form heterotypic b sheets. Two such b sheets bind together along a compact hydrophobic interface featuring an unusual ladder of alternating Ser (from RIPK1) and Cys (from RIPK3). The crystal structure of a four-residue RIPK3 consensus sequence is consistent with the architecture determined by NMR. The RIPK1-RIPK3 core is the first detailed structure of a hetero-amyloid and provides a potential explanation for the specificity of heteroover homo-amyloid formation and a structural basis for understanding the mechanisms of signal transduction.
INTRODUCTION
Receptor-interacting protein kinases 1 and 3 (RIPK1 and RIPK3) are key arbitrators in tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-induced cellfate regulation (Moquin and Chan, 2010) . RIPK1 can activate the nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) transcription factors leading to cell proliferation and differentiation (Walczak, 2011) . Alternatively, it can form a cytosolic complex engaging the Fas-associated death domain (FADD) and caspase-8 to initiate apoptosis (Wang et al., 2008) . In other circumstances, RIPK1 can associate with RIPK3 through RIP homotypic interaction motifs (RHIM) to form a necrosome and trigger necroptosis. Numerous features distinguish the two cell-death pathways, apoptosis versus necroptosis, including the involvement of kinase activities of RIPK1 and RIPK3 in necrosome formation (Cho et al., 2009; He et al., 2009) .
The discovery of small-molecule compounds (necrostatins) that block necroptotic cell death in vitro and in vivo (Degterev et al., 2005) opened new avenues to target necroptosis in pathological scenarios, such as viral infection or neurodegenerative diseases (Vandenabeele et al., 2010) . A recent example of particular interest is axonal degeneration by necroptosis, and the link to death of motor neurons in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (Ito et al., 2016) . In addition, necroptosis can suppress immune response against cancer and promote tumor growth (Seifert et al., 2016) . All these findings highlight the importance of the structure and energetics of the necrosome.
We discovered previously that the RIPK1-RIPK3 necrosome is a functional amyloid required for necroptotic signaling and activation, and RIPK1 or RIPK3 RHIM mutants that were defective for amyloid formation in vitro did not undergo necroptosis upon stimulation with appropriate signals in cells (Li et al., 2012) . These findings are consistent with the observation that the murine cytomegalovirus protein M45 suppresses necroptosis through RIPK3-M45 RHIM-mediated interactions (Upton et al., 2010) . Similarly, Herpes simplex viruses 1 and 2 unleash their inhibition of necroptosis by disrupting RHIM-dependent RIPK1 and RIPK3 association (Guo et al., 2015) , and the enteropathogenic E. coli protease EspL prevents necroptosis signaling by cleavage of the RHIMs of monomeric RIPK1 and RIPK3, but not within the hetero-amyloid structure (Pearson et al., 2017) .
A number of studies suggest the existence of multiple amyloidal signalosomes as prominent mediators in signal transduction, since RHIM-containing proteins, such as the Toll-like receptor signaling adaptors TRIF and DAI, the cytoplasmic DNA sensor involved in interferon response, both interact with RIPK1 and/or RIPK3 to induce programmed cell death or NF-kB activation (Kaiser and Offermann, 2005; Meylan et al., 2004) . We also previously observed the formation of DAI-RIPK1 fibrillar complexes (Li et al., 2012) . Other support for this hypothesis comes from the discovery of a RHIM-like regulatory amyloid motif in the fungal protein HELLP that signals to a programmed cell death related to necroptosis (Daskalov et al., 2016) . Elucidating the association of RIPK1 and RIPK3 could provide insight to the signaling biology mediated by these varied amyloids.
Here, we present the high-resolution solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) structure of the RIPK1-RIPK3 amyloidal signaling complex, featuring sequential and specific stacking to form a hetero-amyloid serpentine fold, stabilized by hydrophobic packing and enriched with interactions along the fibrillar axis, such as Asn and Gln ladders, Tyr stacking, and an unusual Cys-Ser ladder. We found that RIPK1 and RIPK3 homo-amyloids possess an analogous fold as supported by the crystal structure of the tetrapeptide VQVG (RIPK3) motif and biochemical validations. These homo-amyloids are, however, less preferred energetically in comparison with the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid. Clearly hetero-amyloids can form highly specific structures with defined folds, analogous to globular proteins and prior homo-amyloids. These results offer insights into how RHIMmediated interactions provide nuanced control of biological pathways.
RESULTS

A Robust Core Flanked by Flexible Regions
We previously observed that the core of the RIPK1-RIPK3 amyloid comprises the RHIMs of both proteins and flanking segments, and only amino acid residues within these regions were detected in SSNMR spectra collected near room temperature. This observation was consistent for hydrated samples made from a variety of constructs of different lengths (Li et al., 2012) . Extensive portions of the proteins are missing from CPMAS-based spectra, which we interpret in terms of the presence of a rigid amyloid core centered on the critical RHIM motifs, flanked by flexible regions. This is analogous to prior reports regarding the CPEB functional amyloid from Aplysia californica (Raveendra et al., 2013) or the HET-s fungal prion (Wasmer et al., 2008) .
Although NMR chemical shifts are very sensitive to structural changes, this fibrillar core exhibited remarkably consistent shifts, including shifts previously reported and confirmed in this work, as well as a handful of additional assignments reported here for the first time (Figures 1 and S1A ). This consistent observation of a single set of resonances ( Figure S1B ) can be contrasted with other amyloids, where polymorphism is evident.
SSNMR Data Provide Valuable Long-Range Distance Restraints
We prepared a number of samples including 13 C-, 15 N-uniformly enriched (U-[ 13 C-15 N]) or sparsely 13 C enriched (using 2-13 C-or 1,3-13 C-glycerol as the carbon source) (Castellani et al., 2002) , and recorded a number of SSNMR experiments containing 13 C-13 C and 15 N-13 C inter-chain RIPK1-RIPK1, RIPK1-RIPK3
and RIPK3-RIPK3 contacts within the RIPK1-RIPK3 heteroamyloid. Specifically we utilized: (1) dipolar assisted rotational resonance (DARR) (Takegoshi et al., 2001) ; (2) 13 C-13 C protonassisted recoupling (PAR) (De Paë pe et al., 2008); (3) 15 N-13 C proton-assisted insensitive nuclei (PAIN) (Lewandowski et al., 2007) ; and (4) 2D transferred-echo double resonance (TEDOR) (Jaroniec et al., 2002) . We refer the reader to the STAR Methods for more details.
From these experiments, we assigned a number mediumrange (< 4 residues apart) and long-range (separated by > 5 residues) cross-peaks, which are highlighted in expansions of a homonuclear DARR spectrum (with mixing time of 250 ms) (Figure 1) . A parameter ni can be used to characterize the number of possible interpretations for a cross-peak. For example, unambiguous cross-peaks are characterized as those with number of interpretations (ni) = 1 (one unique interpretation for each chemical shift in the two dimensions); for other cross-peaks, one of the atoms is unambiguously identified but two possible assignments are compatible with the chemical shift of the other atom, and we designate them as ni = 2. Following this convention, 21 unambiguous (ni = 1) medium-and long-range crosspeaks were detected in the DARR, PAR, PAIN, and TEDOR experiments in total ( Figure S2 ; Table S1 ), in addition to another 21 medium and long-range low-ambiguity contacts (ni = 2-4) contacts ( Figure S2 ; Table S2 ). All of the cross-peaks involve amino acid residues located in the RHIM regions and directly flanking stretches (Figure 2A ). An expanded view of the DARR spectrum of the RIPK1-RIPK3 complex recorded on a 13 C, 15 N-isotopically enriched sample using a mixing time of 250 ms showing selected intermolecular, long-range contacts (blue labels), intra-residue contacts (black labels), and sequential contacts (red labels). See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2 .
Elucidating the Structure of the RIPK1-RIPK3 HeteroAmyloid: Initial Considerations A key feature of amyloid structures (and their determination by NMR) is the ''registration'' or patterns in the backbone hydrogen bonds between neighboring b strands, for example whether they are parallel or antiparallel. Once the registration is identified, backbone atom ''hypothesis-based restraints'' are often used to enforce canonical intra-and inter-b-sheet separations consistent with fibril diffraction patterns (Tuttle et al., 2016) . Other protocols include restraints on the inter-strand H-bonds within the b sheet (Schü tz et al., 2015; Wä lti et al., 2016) , or a combination of both kinds of restraints (Colvin et al., 2016) . Only if the correct registration is hypothesized will the resultant structure lack conflicts with the data. Although our work broadly reflects the logic and the final validation procedures in this prior work, we utilized a couple of slightly original approaches to identify the registration. In one approach, secondary chemical shifts D(dCa-dCb), were used to locate the b strand segments (Figures 2B and 2C) . The pattern in the backbone conformations of RIPK1 and RIPK3 based on these chemical shifts suggested a parallel registration ( Figure 2B ), in that the breaks in the b sheet are well aligned (in-register) if the two peptides are parallel rather than antiparallel. This registration is supported by a number of intermolecular cross-peaks ( Figures 2D and 2E ). We then show that only this in-register model was compatible with our data, by comparing it to other topologies, as elaborated on below. In an independent effort, the H-bond restraints were entirely left out, and only experimental tertiary contacts drove the same pairings to appear in an unbiased computation. Our calculations (unless otherwise specified) were performed using a building block comprising 4 RIPK1 molecules and 4 RIPK3 molecules, with amino acid sequences: T 532 IYNSTGIQIGAYNYMEI 549 (RIPK1) and P 448 LVNIYNCSGVQVGD 462 (RIPK3) (Figures 2A-2C ). We consider this to be a minimal relevant complex, and smaller systems were deemed to be incomplete in terms of the distinct interaction surfaces present. The reason is that RIPK1 (RIPK3) interacts with two RIPK3 (RIPK1) molecules, corresponding to the strands above and below in a hetero-amyloid with alternating proteins. A given cross-peak between the two proteins (e.g., S536
[RIPK1] and I452 [RIPK3]) (Table S2 ) could correspond to either the RIPK1-RIPK3 (above) or the RIPK1-RIPK3 (below) interface. Since there is only one resolved NMR peak per atom, we have no a priori way to know which interface a specific contact arises from. The calculation protocol therefore treats the intermolecular interactions as ambiguous restraints with respect to which interface the contact resides in (even if they are unambiguous in terms of the assigned atoms). In the final structure of the octameric building block, discussed below, typically only one of the two distances is within the upper bounds of the cross-peak. This is consistent with the observation of a single set of spectral resonances, indicating that all monomers have similar conformations within the fibrils and any hypothetical differences are not resolved by our methods ( Figure S1B ). No symmetry was imposed within the hetero-amyloid in our calculations. Nevertheless, in the final structure the various copies of each peptide were very consistent, as elaborated below, with the observation that only one peak is observed per residue.
Calculation of the RIPK1-RIPK3 Hetero-Amyloid Structure The 21 unambiguous cross-peaks (Table S1 ) were converted into upper distance limits of 7.5 Å for restraints obtained from 13 C-13 C DARR and PAR experiments, and 6.5 Å from those detected in the 15 N-13 C PAIN and TEDOR spectra, analogous to literature precedents (Colvin et al., 2016) . This dataset was complemented with 28 dihedral angle restraints obtained using TALOS+ (Shen et al., 2009) , and ''knowledge-based'' information, namely intermolecular H-bond restraints for residues in b sheet conformation ( Figures 2B and 2C , highlighted in yellow) introduced as upper and lower distance limits of 2.0 or 1.8 Å for the H$$$O distance and 3.0 or 2.7 Å for the N$$$O distance, respectively. The combination of H-bond hypothesis driven restraints and experimentally derived restraints was used as an input for our initial CYANA (Gü ntert, 2004) calculation, and yielded a structure without violations ( Figure 3A) , with a clear and unique H-bonding strand pairing arrangement. This arrangement explains the presence of both parallel (Figures 2D and 2E) and antiparallel ( Figure 3B ) contacts between RIPK1 and RIPK3.
Evidence supporting this fold comes from the analysis of an additional set of restraints including 21 cross-peaks with low ambiguity or ni = 2-4 (Table S2 ); for each of these peaks it is possible to identify an interpretation that is compatible with the proposed structure ( Figure S3 ). A second, independent calculation that included this set of resolved ambiguous restraints combined with all the information from the previous step resulted in the same fold without any restraint violations ( Figure 3C ), therefore confirming the compatibility of the two datasets with respect to the predicted fold. A list of the experiments from which all these distance restraints were derived is tabulated (Table S3) .
Further Computational Validation of the RIPK1-RIPK3 Hetero-Amyloid Structure
To obtain a more refined ensemble of conformers and confirm the validity of the previous structure, peaks in the 250 ms DARR spectrum recorded on the U-[ 13 C-
15 N] sample were manually picked and included for a full CYANA (Gü ntert, 2004) structure calculation of the hetero-amyloid consisting of four molecules of RIPK1 and 4 of RIPK3, along with all the previous information and beginning from unbiased, extended chains. In other words, we included peaks with a higher degree of ambiguity (ni > 4) and they were automatically evaluated by CYANA. Key assignments are displayed on this spectrum ( Figure S4 ). The resultant fibrillar fold (Figure 4 ) is essentially identical to that obtained in the previous steps and had no violations, and the core exhibited a pairwise backbone root-mean-square deviation of 0.8 Å . The final structural statistics after AMBER refinement (Case et al., 2005) are shown (Table S4 ). The resultant structure is deposited in the PDB and described in detail in the next section.
Among the cross-peaks automatically evaluated by CYANA, a number of carbonyl-alpha carbon (C'-Ca) contacts provide support for presence of a parallel, sequential stack of RIPK1 and RIPK3 around their RHIM motifs. This prompted us to remove the hypothesis derived H-bond restraints in a new, independent round of structure calculations in which the starting point consisted of eight extended, disconnected molecules (4 RIPK1 and 4 RIPK3), and ambiguous restraints were included (and treated as ambiguous), along with the unambiguous restraints, and the TALOS constraints. This information alone allowed us to obtain the RIPK1-RIPK3 fibrillar fold with precision Table S1 plus H-bonding restraints. The bundle RMSD based on heavy-atom backbone atoms in the core is 1.15 ± 0.2 Å (B) Top view of the 20 lowest-energy conformers obtained with inclusion of low-ambiguity, resolved restraints listed in Table S2 . The bundle RMSD based on heavy-atom backbone atoms in the core is 1.01 ± 0.1 Å , and 0.8 Å after incorporation of ambiguous constraints as described in Figure 4 . (C) Selected long-range contacts between the two antiparallel b-sheets. See also Figure S3 and Table S3. comparable to that obtained when including H-bonding hypothesis derived pseudorestraints ( Figures S5A-S5D ). To further verify our structure, we computationally explored a number of other hypotheses regarding registration and topology, resulting in calculations with numerous violations and poor overall energy (Figures S5E-S5L ; Table S5 ). These observations in aggregate indicate that our structure correctly describes the fold, and we conclude that only this registration and fold is compatible with our data.
RIPK1-RIPK3 Hetero-Amyloid Shows a Serpentine Fold
The overall organization of the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid consists of a pair of meandering parallel b sheets that are broken into four short b-segments by short turns, which we here term ''serpentine fold.'' The two sheets come together in an antiparallel fashion to create a hydrophobic core. The four copies of RIPK1 are nearly identical (root-mean-square deviation [RMSD] of all heavy atoms in the core 0.81 Å ), and the four copies of RIPK3 are also nearly identical (RMSD of all heavy atoms in the core 0.59 Å ), as expected since a single chemical shift is observed per atom. Key interactions in the core involve residues from each chain (532-549 in RIPK1 and 448-462 of RIPK3), near their I(V)QI(V)G RHIM consensus sequence elements. These residues adopt an extended strand-turn/kink1-extended strand-turn/kink2-extended strand-turn/kink3-extended strand conformation defined by T532-I533-Y534-N535-S536-T537-
in RIPK3, with residues in italics corresponding to the kinks or turns ( Figure 2B) . A central 12-residue core (532-543 in RIPK1 and 451-462 in RIPK3) includes the most ordered part of the structure, consistent with the secondary chemical shift plot ( Figure 2B ) and the pattern of long-range restraints ( Figure S2 ). Although the NMR data indicate that flanking sequences are also in an extended conformation ( Figure 2B ), they contain fewer longrange cross-peaks and are less ordered ( Figure S2 ).
An interface formed by the side chains of 12 central residues from each strand constitutes an oblong-shaped hydrophobic core, which stretches beyond the amyloid spine of the consensus RHIM elements of IQIG in RIPK1 and VQVG in RIPK3 (Figure 4) . The meandering conformation in the serpentine fold plays a critical role in the structure. In particular, the turns or kinks at N535 and G538 of RIPK1 and N454 and G457 of RIPK3 bring I533 of RIPK1 and I452 of RIPK3 into the hydrophobic core, where they interdigitate with the hydrophobic Ile and Val side chains of the RHIM consensus sequences to make a compact hydrophobic core. These turns or kinks result in an enclosed oblong-shaped hydrophobic core. A number of cross-peaks at the edges of the motif support the conclusion of such a compact core ( Figure S2 ; Tables S1 and S2 ). In addition to the six hydrophobic positions in the core, we detected contacts involving Ser536CB (RIPK1) and Cys455CB (RIPK3) that indicate their burial within the hydrophobic interface as stacked Cys-Ser ladders ( Figure 5A ). In aggregate, our data show that the interface in the RIPK1-RIPK3 amyloid complex is dependent not only on local b-structure but also on long-range tertiary and quaternary interactions that are reminiscent of hydrophobic cores in globular proteins.
Stabilizing Interactions Facing out from the Hydrophobic Core Numerous solvent-exposed stacking interactions outside the hydrophobic core act to stabilize the RIPK1-RIPK3 complex. The structure contains an Asn ladder and a Gln ladder, analogous to ladders that are known to support other amyloid structures through H-bonding among the side chain amide groups along the fibril axis (Nelson et al., 2005) . The Asn ladder includes the side chains of Asn535 (RIPK1) and Asn454 (RIPK3), while the Gln ladder includes the side chains of Gln540 (RIPK1) and Gln459 (RIPK3), all of which project their side chains to the amyloid exterior (Figure 4 ). Another stabilizing chain is formed from the side chains of Tyr534 (RIPK1) and Tyr453 (RIPK3) which protrude and stack along the fibril axis (Figure 4) . A chain is formed from the side chains of Thr537 (RIPK1) and Ser456 (RIPK3). These motifs collectively create a dense distribution of stacking interactions along the fibril axis, making these proteins highly amyloidogenic.
Structural Validation Based on Biochemical Detection of Cys-Ser and Cys-Cys Ladders
Within the hydrophobic core of the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid is an unusual ladder consisting of alternating Ser (RIPK1) and the isosteric Cys (RIPK3) residues ( Figure 5A ). Cys455 of RIPK3 is The hydrophobic interface including residues 532-543 of RIPK1 and 451-462 of RIPK3 is depicted. Hydrophobic residues (Ile and Val) are shown in white and comprise a rectangular hydrophobic core. Asn, depicted in red, and Gln, depicted in blue, participate in solvent-exposed side-chain-sidechain H-bonds, while Tyr residues (brown), and Ser and Thr residues are also stacked on the periphery of the nonpolar core. A Cys-Ser ladder is contained within the hydrophobic core. This structure is deposited in PDB: 5V7Z. See also Figure S4 and Table S4 .
not within H-bonding distance of another Cys455 residue in our RIPK1-RIPK3 structure, and disulfide bonds are not observed in the hetero-amyloid by biochemical methods. To test this model, we took advantage of the fact that RIPK1 and RIPK3 can form homo-amyloids (Li et al., 2012) that might have structural homology to the hetero-amyloid, and used SDS-PAGE and western blot to compare the native RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid to RIPK1 or RIPK3 homo-amyloids and to site-specific mutants ( Figures 5B-5D ). Specifically, in place of a Cys-Ser ladder, a Cys-Cys ladder is predicted for the RIPK3 homo-amyloid, which might be expected to exhibit disulfide bond formation at the ladder. When reducing SDS-PAGE was used, RIPK1, RIPK3, and the RIPK1-RIPK3 complex amyloids all displayed monomeric bands ( Figure 5B ) without evidence for higher molecular weight species. In contrast, when non-reducing SDS-PAGE was used, the RIPK3 fibril sample showed a distinct band consistent with dimer formation in addition to the monomeric band ( Figure 5B ), supporting the hypothesis of a Cys-Cys ladder and disulfide bond formation. This observation explains why the RIPK3 fibril is difficult to completely denature, as we previously described (Li et al., 2012) . These data also support the conclusion that RHIM sequences can form homo-amyloid serpentine structures analogous to the hetero-amyloid structure we report here. To further validate the presence of a Cys-Ser ladder, we tested (B) SDS-PAGE of RIPK1-RIPK3, RIPK1, and RIPK3 under reducing and non-reducing conditions to detect Cys-Cys contacts. Monomeric bands corresponding to RIPK1 and RIPK3 appear at $10 and $15 kDa, respectively. RIPK3 samples show an additional higher molecular weight band near 30 kDa under non-reducing conditions, but not under reducing conditions (red asterisk). The Cys-linked dimers are evidence for Cys ladders in homo-amyloids of RIPK3. Such a higher molecular weight band is not detected in the RIPK1 samples or the RIPK1-RIPK3 mixed samples, despite the fact that their centrifugation behavior indicted the formation of amyloids; we interpret this as evidence that in place of the Cys ladders these samples have Ser ladders or alternating CysSer ladders, respectively. (C) A western blot of RIPK1 and RIPK1(S536C) homo-amyloids reveals that under non-reducing condition the monomer band of RIPK1(S536C) is greatly reduced with concurrent appearance of higher molecular weight oligomeric bands (black asterisks) and material that did not enter the gel. We interpret this result as Cyscross linking in RIPK1 homo-amyloids, a finding that suggests an analogous structure to that of RIPK3 and RIPK1-RIPK3 amyloids. (D) SDS-PAGE of RIPK1-RIPK3 and RIPK1(S536C)-RIPK3 hetero-amyloids under reducing and non-reducing conditions are contrasted here. The hetero-amyloid RIPK1(S536C)-RIPK3 exhibits a high molecular weight band (black asterisk) under non-reducing conditions, but only displays a weaker and lower molecular weight oligomeric band (red asterisk) under reducing conditions, suggesting that Cys linkages are formed between neighboring RIPK1 S536C and RIPK3 in the fibrils. We interpret this as evidence for Cys ladders in the RIPK1(S536C)-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid and support the existence of Cys-Ser ladders in the RIPK1-RIPK3 signaling complex of the necroptotic pathway. See also Figure S5 and Table S5 . the hypothesis that RIPK1(S536C)-RIPK3 hetero-complexes would contain Cys-Cys ladders rather than Cys-Ser ladders and so would also form extensive disulfide bonds ( Figures 5C  and 5D ). SDS-PAGE studies of hetero-amyloids formed using this mutation provided support for the presence of a Cys-Cys ladder in this mutant complex ( Figure 5D ). Furthermore, SDS-PAGE and western blot analyses of RIPK1 and RIPK1(S537C) homo-amyloids were performed under reducing and nonreducing conditions. Under non-reducing condition, the monomer band of RIPK1(S537C) is greatly reduced with concurrent appearance of higher molecular weight oligomeric bands (Figure 5C ). These experiments in aggregate offer strong support for our structures and specifically the presence of a Cys-Ser ladder and a parallel arrangement in the RIPK1-RIPK3 necrosome core complex.
Crystal Structure of the VQVG Motif
To further test whether RIPK3 homo-amyloids and RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloids have a homologous fold, we crystallized the RHIM VQVG consensus peptide of RIPK3 and determined its structure at 1.27 Å resolution (Figures 6A and 6B ; Table S6 ). The VQVG sequence forms b strands perpendicular to the long axis of the crystal unit cell. Analogous to many short core structures of amyloid fibrils (Nelson et al., 2005; Sawaya et al., 2007) , the VQVG b strands within each sheet are parallel and in-register in the fibril, and form a cross-b spine with a distance between strands in the sheet of 4.8 Å ( Figure S6 ). Two such b sheets oppose each other in the observed crystal packing, and they su- (C) Superposition of the crystal (cyan) and SSNMR (green) structures shows nearly identical topologies for the RIPK3 homo-amyloid and the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid. We recall that crystals from RIPK1 revealed an analogous structure, but were not included in this work because of lower resolution of the data. See also Figure S6 and Table S6. perimpose very well with the NMR derived structure of the RIPK1-RIPK3 larger hetero-amyloid (Figures 6C and S6 ; Table  S6 ). These data provide strong support for our NMR structure and confirm that homo-and hetero-amyloids formed by RIPK1 and RIPK3 are likely to have the same architecture. In fact RIPK3 homoamyloids have been reported to be capable of inducing necroptosis under some circumstances (Wu et al., 2014) . We also obtained crystals that contained a mixture of the RIPK1 IQIG peptide and the RIPK3 VQVG peptide. Although we cannot clearly distinguish RIPK1 from RIPK3 in the crystal structure, the cross-b fold is the same (data not shown).
Preference for Hetero-Amyloid Formation
Given the similar homo-and hetero-amyloid structures, we wondered why RIPK1 and RIPK3 preferentially formed heteroamyloids when co-expressed. The additional methyl group in Ile residues in RIPK1 (versus Val in RIPK3) would be expected to result in stronger interactions for a RIPK1-RIPK1 b sheet, as compared to a RIPK1-RIPK3 or a RIPK3-RIPK3 b sheet. To investigate this question, we used dispersion-corrected (DFT-D) calculations, and found a larger interaction energy when VQVG (RIPK3) creates backbone hydrogen bonds with IQIG (RIPK1) in the strands above and below to form a b sheet, than we did in the three-stranded homo-RIPK3 b sheet. The difference in these values is comparable to the accuracy limit of theoretical methods, but was consistently observed in the sense that these calculations were carried out using three different functionals (see the STAR Methods for details), obtaining values between À0.38 and À0.55 kcal/mol. As expected, the interaction energy within the corresponding homo-RIPK1 b sheet is more favorable (by À1 kcal/mol). This supports the idea that the interaction increases from RIPK3-RIPK3 < RIPK1-RIPK3 < RIPK1-RIPK1 within a b sheet. We then calculated the energetic value of packing of the two b sheets to create the hydrophobic core; here, the hetero-amyloid formation is substantially preferred over the homo-amyloid formation of IQIG (RIPK1) (DE int $-7.47 to À10.17 kcal/mol) and is also preferred to the homo-amyloid formation of VQVG (RIPK3). These calculations suggest that the alternation of RIPK1 and RIPK3 within a b sheet gives efficient packing, maximizing hydrophobic contacts while keeping steric repulsion minimal.
DISCUSSION
A Unique Serpentine Fold with a Dense Hydrophobic Core and Numerous Stabilizing Chains Solid-state NMR has proven to be a powerful tool for structural studies of amyloids, uncovering details in a number of important and complex amyloid structures (Sawaya et al., 2007) . Some examples include b-solenoidal (HET-s) (Wasmer et al., 2008) , Greek key (a-synuclein) (Tuttle et al., 2016) , or S-shaped (Ab1-42) (Colvin et al., 2016) topologies. Recently, the finding that an amyloidal peptide from S. aureus can adopt a cross-a spine has expanded our view of the structural versatility of amyloids (Tayeb-Fligelman et al., 2017) . Notably, all amyloid structures reported to date build on copies of the same protein.
The topology of the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid bears apparent resemblance to a discrete region of Ab1-40 E22D that spans 19 residues per chain (Schü tz et al., 2015) ( Figure S7 ). The pattern of alternating interactions in the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid structure is also somewhat reminiscent of the HET-s fungal prion wherein each protein chain contributes two rings of the b-solenoid. It is remarkable that the small size of the RIPK1-RIPK3 core contains a compact combination of the major previously reported amyloid-stabilizing elements. For instance, the much larger amyloid cores of a-synuclein ($80 residues) or HET-s ($70 residues) only contain one and two Asn ladders, respectively. Strictly defined, the RIPK1-RIPK3 structure is unprecedented and raises interesting questions about combinatorial amyloids and the source of specificity in their formation.
Cellular activities and biochemical studies provide strong support for this structure. A single mutation in I539, I541, V458 or V460 to D dissociates the hetero-amyloid and causes failure to induce necroptosis (Li et al., 2012) . The RIPK1-RIPK3 structure explains these observations, since these residues are the key contributors to the nonpolar interface in the core. Similarly, mutations in either Q540 of RIPK1 or Q459 of RIPK3 to D are detrimental to the formation of the amyloid. Gln residues form strong H-bonded ladders in this and other amyloids (Mompeá n et al., 2016) and therefore, these changes disrupt the RIPK1-RIPK3 amyloid by electrostatic effects and removal of the H-bonding ladder. Conserved glycine residues found at the edge of the b sheets (G542 in RIPK1 and G461 in RIPK3) are also crucial. When these residues are mutated, RIPK1 and RIPK3 fail to form an amyloid and to activate necroptosis (Li et al., 2012) . This feature is reminiscent of the HET-s amyloid, where conserved glycines were shown to be important for the b strands during amyloid formation (Daskalov et al., 2014) . Our SSNMR structure of the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid indicates that A543 (RIPK1) interacts with (is stacked with) D462 (RIPK3). The A543D mutation prevents the formation of the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid and initiation of necroptosis (Li et al., 2012) . These data offer strong support for the presence of a Cys-Ser ladder in the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid necrosome core complex, and a Cys-Cys ladder in the RIPK3 homo-amyloid, providing in aggregate very strong support for the fold reported here.
Specificity of RHIM-RHIM Interactions for the Complex Biological Pathways and Viral Regulation
This is the first reported structure of a hetero-amyloid, i.e., an amyloid made from two different proteins. Hetero-amyloids are likely to be capable of a range of biological effects not only in necroptosis but also more broadly in other biological systems. For example, putatively noxious amyloid aggregates often contain a mixture of proteins, for example in the context of neurological disorders (Fuentealba et al., 2010) . This first example of a hetero-amyloid exhibits highly structurally ordered and specific interactions, with an energetic preference for this hetero-amyloid over the homo-amyloids. Subtle energetic differences due to discrete changes at the amino acid residue (A) Alignment of the RHIM consensus sequences and surrounding regions from human RIPK1 (hsRIPK1, NP_002795), RIPK3 (hsRIPK3, NP_006862), human TRIF (hsTRIF, NP_891549), human DAI (hsDAI RHIMs 1 and 2, NP_110403), and mouse cytomegalovirus M45 (mcM45, Q06A28). Partially conserved residues are highlighted in green outside the consensus I(V)QI(V/L) G, which is shown in red. (B) Proposed canonical and noncanonical necroptotic pathways in which the RIPK1-RIPK3 and DAI-RIPK3 complexes, once formed, act as a nucleus to induce the polymerization and amyloid formation of additional RIPK3 aggregates. Activated RIPK3 can then phosphorylate MLKL, inducing its aggregation and leading to MLKL-mediated membrane permeabilization and cell death. In both pathways, specific formation of a hetero-amyloid serves as the crucial first step to activate the pathway. See also Figure S7 . level could give rise to interactions that privilege certain complexes above others in the large library of possible hetero-complexes. Preferential formation of specific hetero-amyloids could have implications for a potentially large range of signaling activities. Indeed, this and other RHIM-RHIM amyloids exhibit biological specificity, even despite the high degree of conservation in the consensus sequence element ( Figure 7A ) and our study helps to elucidate how this is possible. For example, because RIPK1 is upstream of RIPK3 in the TNF signaling pathway, the ability of RIPK1 to preferentially bind RIPK3 may allow RIPK1 to specifically transduce the activation signal to RIPK3. It is likely that the hetero-amyloid formed from RIPK1 and RIPK3 could nucleate the formation of a RIPK3 homo-amyloid ( Figure 7B) , and therefore only a small amount of RIPK1 would be needed to fully activate RIPK3, which in turn activates MLKL for membrane disruption and lytic cell death in necroptosis. In addition, the murine cytomegalovirus protein M45 with a RIPK1-like consensus sequence of IQIG appears to preferentially target RIPK3 to inhibit necroptosis (Upton et al., 2010) , and the second RHIM motif in the cytoplasmic DNA sensor DAI with a sequence of VQLG is less important than its first RHIM motif with a sequence of IQIG for engaging RIPK3 (Rebsamen et al., 2009 ) ( Figure 7A ). All of these examples illustrate the potential importance of specificity and the structure of mixed amyloids involved in signaling. Mixed amyloids are likely to remain an important topic for structural biology.
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The authors declare no competing interests. C for 24 h when the optical density at 600 nm (OD 600 ) reached a value of 0.5-0.6. Then the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 10 min at 4 C, and the cell pellets were resuspended in a lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCL, 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 5% Glycerol, 2 mM b ME, pH 8.0). After removal of the cell debris, the supernatant was purified by Ni-affinity chromatography. Next, the proteins were precipitated by adding 5% ammonium sulfate at 4 C, and followed by digestion with the enzyme subtilisin to remove the flanking, unstructured domains which gave no signals, without altering the conformation of the RIPK1-RIPK3 interaction interface as proven previously with chemical shift analysis (Li et al., 2012) .
SDS-PAGE Analysis
The constructs RIPK1 (residues 496-583)-RIPK3 (residues 388-518), RIPK1 (residues 496-583), RIPK3 (residues 388-518) were expressed in E. coli and purified via Ni-NTA and size exclusion chromatography as reported earlier (Li et al., 2012) . The void peak containing the corresponding proteins were pooled together and concentrated. The samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE either in reducing (sample buffer containing b-mercaptoethanol) or non-reducing (sample buffer without b-mercaptoethanol) conditions.
Crystallization
The tetrapeptide VQVG was crystallized using the hanging drop vapor diffusion method. 1 mL of 5 mg/mL VQVG peptide was mixed with 1 mL of reservoir solution containing 0.2 M magnesium chloride, 0.1 M sodium cacodylate at pH 6.5 and 20% (v/v) PEG 200. Peptide crystals were mounted directly onto nylon CryoLoops (Hampton Research) without cryo-protectants.
X-ray Diffraction and Data Processing X-ray diffraction data were collected at the beamline 24-ID-E of the Advanced Photon Source, USA, and the beamline BL19U1 of the National Center for Protein Science Shanghai (NCPSS), China, at a wavelength of 0.979 Å with 5 oscillations. Indexing of diffraction images and scaling of data were performed using the programs XDS (Kabsch, 2010) and HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) . The merged scaled data were imported into CCP4 format with programs under the 'CCP4i' interface (Winn et al., 2011) . Molecular replacement solutions were found using the program Phenix (Adams et al., 2010 ) with the search model of VQIV in Tau protein (PDB ID: 2ON9). Crystallographic refinement was performed with the programs Phenix (Adams et al., 2010 ). The atomic model was built with COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) and illustrated with PyMOL (Schrodinger, 2015) . The atomic coordinates and structural factors of the VQVG amyloid core were deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession code 5ZCK.
Solid State NMR Experiments MAS SSNMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance I 17.6 T spectrometer (750 MHz 1 H frequency) with 3.2 mm E-free probe, on protease-digested samples prepared as previously described (Li et al., 2012) . The 2D 13 C-13 C DARR were recorded on both uniformly labeled and samples prepared using 1,3-13 C and 2-13 C glycerol as the carbon source, to ensure sample homogeneity with respect to our previous preparations. These spectra were recorded with different mixing times; namely, 20, 50, 100, 250, 300 and 500 ms. The spectra recorded at 250 ms were optimal for obtaining valuable long-distance restraints.
13
C-13 C PAR experiments were recorded with long mixing times (12 and 15 ms) on the samples prepared with glycerol as explained in the main text. These samples were also used in the 15 N-13 C correlation spectra, which consisted of two PAIN spectra (one for each of the samples growth with glycerol), and four TEDOR experiments with 2.7, 4.0, 6.7 and 8.0 ms of mixing. The two latter showed optimal magnetization transfers to obtain distance restraints, as gauged from the comparison with the PAIN spectra. Data were collected at $10 C if not mentioned otherwise. Chemical shifts were externally referenced to DSS using adamantane. Further details on the experimental acquisition parameters are given in Table S5 . All spectra were processed in Topspin 3.1 and analyzed using the program Sparky.
Structure Calculation
The structure of the RIPK1-RIPK3 hetero-amyloid was obtained using CYANA 3.97, following a three-tiered protocol consisting of 1) initial simulated annealing calculation with 21 unambiguous distance restraints with upper limits of 7.5 Å (Table S1 ), H-bonds and dihedral restraints; 2) inclusion of 21 restraints derived from low-ambiguity peaks (Table S2) ; and 3) a full automated cross-peak assignment CYANA calculation. In the two first stages, eight non-interacting, extended molecules (four of RIPK1 and four of RIPK3) are submitted to simulated annealing calculations with standard parameters, except for the number of torsion angle dynamics steps, which was set to 20000 (default is 10000).
The final step consisted of a full CYANA calculation with seven cycles of combined automatic cross-peaks assignment and structure calculation, with a tolerance of 0.2 ppm for the matching of input cross-peak positions and chemical shifts of potential assignments, using a cutoff of 7.5 Å . 100 structures were calculated using eight extended, non-interacting molecules and 20000 steps per conformer, from which the 10 lowest-energy structures were selected. This number (100) was chosen to ensure that the set of experimental restraints is strong enough so that convergence to the correct fold does not require calculating larger number of conformers. This prevents over fitting of the resulting structures. Finally, we used the AMBER9 software (Case et al., 2005) to remove clashes and refine this ensemble of structures with 2000 steps of energy minimization with implicit solvation. A cross-check calculation was performed using the full set of experimental restraints without the inclusion of H-bonds ( Figure S5 ).
Dispersion-Corrected DFT (DFT-D) Calculations
To analyze the different interactions in the homo-and hetero-amyloids, quantum mechanical calculations were performed using the Gaussian09 package (Frisch et al., 2009 ). The interaction energy of the central strand with the strands above and below in a threestranded RIPK3-RIPK3-RIPK3 b sheet was compared to that of a RIPK1-RIPK3-RIPK1 b sheet. This difference provides the gain of interaction energy in the hetero-amyloid (RIPK1-RIPK3-RIPK1) with respect to the homo-amyloid (RIPK3-RIPK3-RIPK3). Similarly, we computed the net gain of interaction energy when the homo-amyloid sheet was RIPK1-RIPK1-RIPK1 with respect to RIPK1-RIPK3-RIPK1.
To study the influence of homo-versus hetero-amyloids on the energetics of the inter-b sheet interface, we compared the interaction energies of pairs of RIPK1-RIPK1-RIPK1, RIPK3-RIPK3-RIPK3, and RIPK1-RIPK3-RIPK1. All calculations were performed with DFT including dispersion corrections (DFT-D3) (Grimme et al., 2010) . The M06-2X (Zhao and Truhlar, 2006) , PBE0 (Adamo and Barone, 1999) , and CAM-B3LYP (Yanai et al., 2004) functionals were employed in combination with the D95(d,p) basis set, following literature precedents (Mompeá n et al., 2016; Plumley and Dannenberg, 2010) . All calculations were counterpoise corrected to account for basis set superposition error.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The accession numbers for the solid-state NMR bundle and experimental data reported in this paper are PDB: 5V7Z and BMRB: 30273, respectively. The accession number for the crystal structure of the RIPK3 VQVG amyloid reported in this paper is PDB: 5ZCK. C TEDOR spectrum (mixing time of 8.0 ms). Two ambiguous peaks are shown. If the peak G457/G461 -S536 is interpreted as G457-S536 it is compatible with the RIPK1-RIPK3 structure (black dotted lines), whereas if it is interpreted as G461-S536 it is not (red dotted lines). In contrast, for the peak A543/I452-T532, both possible interpretations are compatible with our structure, yielding either inter-or intra-sheet restraints, respectively. (B) Expansions of PAR and PAIN spectra recorded with mixing times of 12 and 6 ms, respectively. Blue spectra are recorded on 13 C-diluted samples (using 1,3-13 C glycerol), and those in red correspond to samples grown with 2-13 C glycerol. Black labels illustrate intra-residue correlations, and sequential connectivities are labeled in red. The inter-molecular contacts providing long-distance restraints are represented in blue. An NCA spectrum from prior work (Li et al., 2012) is shown in black for reference. Due to signal-to-noise limitations only residues 457-462 were detected for RIPK3 in that prior work and in this specific NCA spectrum, whereas in the present work we extended the assignments (448-462 for RIPK3, see Figure 2 for visual assignments). (C) The restraints are displayed on the structural bundle, showing that, all ambiguous cross-peaks from Table S2 (low-ambiguity) can be assigned in such a way that they are compatible with the structure.
